
I Love You Still

I complete this baby book in memory of  
___________________________________________.

I loved you yesterday.
I love you still.

I always have, and I always will.
—Unknown



Why I Love You Still 

A child lost in the womb or near the time of birth is still a child, still loved dearly by their mother, and still deserving 
of a memorial that celebrates their life and the time they shared together. I Love You Still: A Memorial Baby Book 
combines aspects of traditional baby books with areas for memorialization to preserve the memory of the child, and 
prompted journaling to promote the mother’s healing. Most of the book can be completed regardless of whether the 
baby was lost at four weeks or at forty weeks gestation.

I Love You Still captures the lives of families as they were before, during, and after pregnancy or newborn loss: the 
joy, the excitement, the love, and the heartbreak. It contains typical sections devoted to parents’ backgrounds, trying 
to conceive, and monthly pregnancy milestones, as well as those devoted to receiving devastating news, time spent 
with the baby, the memorial service, and their lives moving forward.

As time passes, dreams we have for our children blend with reality, and memories can fade. That’s why we donate 
10% of every book sale to Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep, a nonprofit organization comprised of volunteer 
photographers who offer free professional remembrance portraiture to parents suffering the loss of a baby.

For many mothers who suffer pregnancy loss, saying goodbye to their child is the worst day of their lives. It is my 
privilege to offer a way to memorialize your child and the time you spent together, and hope that it may provide you 
with comfort and healing.



All About Me

My full name is ____________________________________________________.

But most people call me _______________________________________________.

My birthday is _____________________________________________________.

I was born in _______________________ (city), _____________________ (state).

I went to school at __________________________________________________.

My favorite activities growing up were:

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________.

And now I love spending my free time: 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________.

My family’s favorite vacation spot was 

_________________________

_________________________.

And now I love to go to 

_________________________

_________________________.



I have worked as a __________________________________________________.

I hope one day to be _________________________________________________.

My friends describe me as:

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________.

My best qualities include:

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________.

My favorite color is ___________________________________.

My favorite season is __________________________________.

My favorite sport is __________________________________.

My favorite food is ____________________________________.

My favorite book is ___________________________________.



               All About Daddy

                                                         Daddy’s full name is ____________________________________.

                                                         But most people call him _________________________________.

                                                         His birthday is _______________________________________.

                                                         He was born in ______________________ (city), 

                                                         ____________________ (state).

                                                         He went to school at __________________________________.

His favorite activities growing up were:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

And now he loves spending free time:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

His family’s favorite vacation spot was ________________________________________.

And now he loves to go to ________________________________________________.



He has worked as a ___________________________________________________.

He hopes one day to be  ________________________________________________.

His friends describe him as:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

His best qualities include:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

His favorite color is ___________________________________.

His favorite season is __________________________________.

His favorite sport is ___________________________________.

His favorite food is ___________________________________.

His favorite book is ___________________________________.



My Family
________________

Me

________________     ________________
Mother                              Father

________________     ________________
Grandmother                    Grandmother

________________     _______________ 
                                     Grandfather                    Grandfather       

________________     ________________
________________     ________________
________________     ________________

 My brothers                       My sisters



________________
Daddy

________________     ________________
Mother                              Father

________________     ________________
Grandmother                    Grandmother

________________     _______________ 
                                     Grandfather                    Grandfather       

________________     ________________
________________     ________________
________________     ________________

 His brothers                       His sisters

Daddy’s Family



When We First Met

It happened at ______________________________________________________.

In ________________________________ (city), ____________________ (state).

The date was ______________________________________________________.

Who approached whom?

________________________________________________________________.

My first impression of Daddy:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________.

Daddy’s first impression of me:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________.

When I met your Daddy…

I was _______________years old.

He was _____________years old.



Our first date happened_____________________________________ after we met.

Things I remember about the date:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

A Photo of Us Back Then



Our Family Now

Today, we live in _______________________ (city), _________________ (state).

I work as a _______________________________________________________.

Daddy works as a ___________________________________________________.

We spend a lot of our time:

 ______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________.

We have ______ pets, named ___________________________________________.

Your siblings

_____________ age ______

_____________ age ______

_____________ age ______

_____________ age ______



A Photo of the Family



A Dream Come True

I knew I’d be a good mommy because:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

Baby boy names I liked:

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

Baby girl names I liked:

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

I’ve been trying to get pregnant since _______________.

We did the following steps to help us conceive:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

 Growing up, I imagined I’d have _____children.

I wanted _____boys and _____girls.



We’re Pregnant!

The Test

When did it happen? ________________________________

Where did it happen? ________________________________

Who was with me? _________________________________

I decided to take a test because:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________.

It’s Positive!
My reaction:

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________.

Daddy’s reaction:

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________.



Oh, The Excitement!

Daddy and I celebrated the news by ____________________________________.

We let the following people in on our secret:

Preparing for Baby

We may have made some changes to…

Our home: ___________________________________________

Our jobs: ____________________________________________

Our budget: __________________________________________

Our vehicles: _________________________________________

Other: _____________________________________________

__________________________________________________                                                                                                  

                                                                                      …but we did so gladly!

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________



Our first visit was on __________________________________________________.

We were seen by Dr. __________________________________________________.

Your due date

________________________

At the appointment, we learned:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

How we felt:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

Our First Doctor Visit



Month One (weeks 1—4) 

My baby is the size of a sesame seed! (2—5mm)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby is an embryo, small and circular in appearance. She already sits within the amniotic sac that will   

 keep her protected and cushioned as she grows.

Inside Baby

 Although baby is tiny, her organs are already beginning to develop! 

This Month for Me

 It’s an exciting time! A pregnancy test taken at the end of this month may already show positive.

Special memories of month one:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



My baby is the size of a kidney bean! (1.1cm)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby is growing quickly! Hands and feet have emerged from the ends of tiny arms and legs. Eyelids are  

 growing over newly formed eyes, a tiny nose has come into view, and basic ears have taken shape. Although  

 I can’t feel it, baby is already moving constantly. 

Inside Baby

 Baby’s heart is not only visible by sonogram, it beats at about twice the rate of mine! Other newly devel  

 oped organs include his lungs, appendix, pancreas, and brain. 

This Month for Me

 Fluctuating hormones may have not-so-fun effects including emotional changes, breast tenderness, or 

 morning sickness. For many moms, these feeling are mild and often subside. 

Special memories of month two:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Month Two (weeks 5—8) 



Month Three (weeks 9—13) 

My baby is the size of a strawberry! (3 in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby’s body is becoming more proportional to her head. Her fingers and toes can open and close, and she  

 can make sucking movements and swallow fluid. She has also lost the little tail she had as an embryo.

Inside Baby

 Baby’s brain, liver, and kidneys have already started to function, and her bones are beginning to harden.  

 Her developing diaphragm can even produce hiccups!

This Month for Me

 My uterus is now over twice its original size, and I might be showing a slight baby bump!

Special memories of month three:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Month Four (weeks 14—17) 

My baby is the size of an avocado! (4.5—5in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby has formed unique fingerprints, his eyes can blink, and his legs can kick! He makes faces in the womb,  

 sucks his thumb, and can even sense and turn away from bright light.

Inside Baby

 Amniotic fluid is being pumped through baby’s upper respiratory tract, helping to develop his lungs. Baby is  

 forming taste buds on his tongue and hair follicles on his head. His soft cartilage skeleton is hardening to bone.

This Month for Me

 My heart is pumping harder and faster to support a growing baby. I may start to feel baby’s movement, a  

 fluttering or bubbly sensation referred to as “quickening.”

Special memories of month four:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Month Five (weeks 18—21) 

My baby is the size of a banana! (10.5 in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby has doubled her body weight in a matter of weeks, and her arms and legs are now in proportion to the  

 rest of her body. Baby’s gender may also be visible via ultrasound.

Inside Baby

 Baby’s brain is forming areas for sensory development including taste, smell, vision, touch, and hearing.   

 Some voices, including my own, may soon become familiar to her. 

This Month for Me

 I may feel more energized—and hungry! My appetite may return, along with cravings for particular foods.  

 Baby’s movements are very noticeable and may even be felt by others. 

Special memories of month five:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Month Six (weeks 22—26) 

My baby is the size of an eggplant! (13 in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby’s facial features are becoming more defined. He is now covered in a fine hair called lanugo, and wrinkles  

 in his skin are plumping up with baby fat.

Inside Baby

 Baby weighs nearly two pounds! Tiny tooth buds are developing beneath his gums, and his eyes are well-formed.

This Month for Me

 My body’s changes are not limited to my belly! Areas like hands and feet may begin to swell, especially at the  

 end of a long day.

Special memories of month six:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Month Seven (weeks 27—30) 

My baby is the size of a butternut squash! (15 in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby’s eyes—which can now open and close—are turning a deep blue. She can suck her fingers, and may  

 play with the umbilical cord.

Inside Baby

 Baby’s brain is becoming more active as new neurons are added at a rapid pace. Her bones are demanding lots  

 of calcium this month as her skeleton hardens.

This Month for Me

 Bathroom visits increase as my bladder is crowded for space, and it may be more difficult to take deep breaths  

 as baby pushes my diaphragm upward.

Special memories of month seven:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Month Eight (weeks 31—35) 

My baby is the size of a pineapple! (18 in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby’s skin is becoming less translucent, smoother, and softer as he adds fat. He has grown toenails and  

 fingernails, eyelashes on his eyes, and hair atop his head.

Inside Baby

 Baby’s brain is now capable of learning and remembering. When asleep, his eyes dart rapidly just as an   

            adult’s would in REM sleep.

This Month for Me

 A pregnancy hormone called “relaxin” paired with a changing center of gravity may affect my stability,  

            making me feel clumsy or unsteady—a good excuse to ask for help with physical tasks!

Special memories of month eight:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Month Nine (weeks 36—40) 

My baby is the size of a small pumpkin! (20 in)

How Does Baby Look?

 Baby’s nervous system and immune system are still maturing, but everything else from the hair on her head  

 to the toenails on her feet is fully formed.

Inside Baby

 Baby’s lungs are finishing up their development. Her intestines are producing meconium, and her immune  

 system is collecting antibodies through the placenta. 

This Month for Me

 Braxton Hicks contractions may begin, experienced as a relatively painless and infrequent tightening of the  

 abdomen. 

Special memories of month nine:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Memories of Pregnancy

I hope to never forget…

The special places we went when I was expecting: 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

The way I felt when I was expecting:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

The kindness of others:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

Other major events that occurred while I was expecting:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.



                                 Something’s Changed

When I first knew something was not as I expected…

I was _______ weeks and _______ days pregnant.
 

I was feeling: ________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

I was experiencing: ____________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

I remember thinking: ____________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.



______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

There, I was told:

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________.

I notified the following people of what was happening: 

I was cared for at ____________________________________________________.

I was seen by Dr. ____________________________________________________.



My Sweet Baby

You were brought into this world on ______________________.

The time was ____________.

When you arrived, I was _________ weeks and _________ days pregnant.

You weighed ________ pounds.

and ________ ounces.

You were ____________ inches long.

I named you ______________________________________________.

This name is significant because: 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.



Our Time With You

When you were born…

My first reaction was ________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________.

Daddy’s first reaction was _______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

Baby’s Footprints



My Favorite Memory of You

                  All the beautiful details of you:

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________



How we spent our time together:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Things we told you:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



Honoring You 
Our special day to honor you was __________________________________________.

The place we chose was ________________________________________________.

This place was significant because:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

The following people were in attendance:

We did the following things in your honor:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________



Holding the Space

When someone is there for me spiritually, emotionally, or physically without judgment, it’s called “holding the space.” 

My friends and family held the space by:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

This can include:
Listening as I talk

Allowing me to cry and grieve
Sitting quietly with me
Making me feel safe

Being available when I need them



At Home in My Heart

My happiest memories with you are:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

If you were here today, I would tell you:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.



I have learned so much about myself, including:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

I miss you most when:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.

I honor your memory by:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________.



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

My Journal (multiple journal pages)



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________



As many as one in four women will experience pregnancy loss in their lifetime (American Pregnancy Association, 

2016). Oftentimes, the support of others who have experienced a similar loss can be invaluable in our time of need. 

There are many resources available to mothers who’ve experience pregnancy and infant loss. We have included a few 

to get you started on your journey toward healing. It is important that you share your thoughts and feelings with people 

you trust. 

                                                                   My Doctor
                                                                                                Doctors can help you find support resources and            

                                                                                                organizations in your area.

Share
Share Pregnancy and Infant Loss Support aims to serve those whose lives are touched by the tragic death of a baby 

through pregnancy loss, stillbirth or in the first few months of life. Share provides support resources, information, and 

education.

March of Dimes
The March of Dimes is dedicated to improving the health of babies by preventing birth defects, premature birth and 

infant mortality. The March of Dimes provides information on stillbirth, as well as resources and fact sheets.

I’m Not Alone



CJ First Candle
CJ First Candle is committed to the elimination of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, Sudden Unexpected Infant Death 

and preventable Stillbirths through education and research while providing support for grieving families who have 

suffered a loss.

Faith’s Lodge
Faith’s Lodge was founded by parents who suffered the loss of their daughter, Faith, during pregnancy. The Lodge 

supports parents and families facing the death or medically complex condition of a child while they reflect on the past, 

renew strength for the present, and build hope for the future. It provides a peaceful escape for families to refresh their 

minds and spirits while spending time with others who understand what they are experiencing. The Lodge is located in 

Northwestern Wisconsin.

 

General Greif Counseling and Crisis Resources
General greif counseling and crisis resources are available for anyone struggling to get through a loss.

For immediate assistance from a crisis counselor (24/7):

1 (800) 273-8255 

(Counselors can be reached by anybody in crisis, including those with thoughts of suicide.)

For a list of psychiatrists in your area:

The American Psychiatric Association—www.psych.org 

For a list of psychologists in your area:

The American Psychological Association—www.apa.org 


